LIST OF "A" ITEMS

for: 2166th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

(Justice and Home Affairs)

Brussels, Friday 12 March 1999

1. Draft explanatory report on the Second Protocol to the Convention on the protection of the European Communities' financial interests
   12062/4/98 JUSTPEN 98 REV 4
   6280/99 JUSTPEN 8
      + COR 1 (s)
      + COR 2 (d)
      + COR 3 (dk)
   6493/99 JUSTPEN 11
      + COR 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.3.1999

2. EUROPOL: rules on the Europol pension fund
   5397/99 EUROPOL 2
      + COR 1
   6312/99 EUROPOL 9
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 4.3.1999

3. EUROPOL: extension of the appointments of the Management Team of the Europol Drugs Unit
   6194/1/99 EUROPOL 6 REV 1
   6313/99 EUROPOL 10
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 4.3.1999
4. EUROPOL: Draft Council Act adopting the rules governing the transmission of personal data by Europol to third States and third bodies

   10888/93 EUROPOL 93
   + COR 1
   + COR 2
   + COR 3
   + COR 4 (nl)
   + COR 5 (nl)

   6311/99 EUROPOL 8
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 4.3.1999

5. EUROPOL: report on the activities of Europol in 1998

   6190/2/99 EUROPOL 4 REV 2
   6315/99 EUROPOL 12
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.3.1999

6. Protocol, drawn up on the basis of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union, on the scope of the laundering of proceeds in the Convention on the use of information technology for customs purposes and the inclusion of the registration number of the means of transport in the Convention

   13434/98 ENFOCUSTOM 70
   13435/98 ENFOCUSTOM 71
   + COR 1 (es)

   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 4.3.1999

7. Adoption of an EU Joint Position in connection with the scope and negotiation of the proposed United Nations Convention against Organised Crime

   5997/99 CRIMORG 24
   + COR 1
   5816/99 CRIMORG 18
   + COR 1 (p)
   + COR 2 (fin)
   + REV 1 (d)

   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 17.2.1999

8. Adoption of a Council Regulation determining the third countries whose nationals must be in possession of visas when crossing the external borders of the Member States

   6045/99 VISA 11
   6044/99 VISA 10
   + ADD 1

   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.3.1999